
Date in Foster Home

11/27/2021

Hound Information

Registered Name

XC Excellent

Call Name

Zulu

Date of Birth

09/18/2019

Gender

Male

Color

Black

Known Medical Problems

No

Heartworm Preventative Administered

1st of each month



Comes When Called

Yes

Understands "Good"

Yes

Plays With Toys

Yes

Understands "No"

Yes

Method of Correction

Stern voice

Small Dog Safe

Yes

Comments (Small Dog)

Daughters Pomeranians visit occasionally.

Cat Safe

Yes



Comments (Cat Safe)

Lives with a cat

Good With Young Children

Yes

Comments (Young Children)

Loves our granddaughter

Turn Out Routine

He goes out with the rest of the pack. Every few hours throughout the day when we are home. Does

fine in crate when we are gone for full days.

Potty On Lead

Yes

Garbage

Behind closed doors

Stairs

Does well with our couple of steps to outside. Our dogs don't go downstairs

Floors

Fine with all floors



Counters

Smells but hasn’t stolen anything. We keep counters pretty clear

When is the hound crated?

● Bed Time

How does the hound handle being crated?

Not a problem at all!

What does the hound enjoy?

Love! He would love to stand with his head in your lap getting petted. Also, he enjoys our

benebones & squeaky toys.

Does the hound have any fears?

None that we have noticed

What type of temperament does the hound have? (Shy, outgoing, confident, etc.)

Sweet, very laid back and chill. He is confident but doesn’t need to be an alpha dog.

How does the hound handle new situations?

He will absolutely follow his owners lead. If you think something will go well it probably will but if

you think it will be a problem it probably also will.

What type of food are you currently using?

Kirkland signature



Amount of AM feeding

2 cups

Amount of PM feeding

2 cups


